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A B S T R A C T   

We examined the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on the screening, diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer in 
Hungary based on administrative data until June 2021, covering three pandemic waves. After correcting for 
trend and seasonality, the number of mammography examinations decreased by 68% in 2020q2, was around its 
usual level in 2020q3 and was reduced by 20–35% throughout 2020q4-2021q2. The reduction was caused by a 
combination of supply-side (temporary suspensions of screening) and demand-side (lower screening participa-
tion during the pandemic waves) factors. The number of new breast cancer diagnoses and mastectomy surgeries 
responded with a lag, and were below their usual level by 15-30% in all quarters between 2020q2 and 2021q2, 
apart from 2020q4, when there was no significant difference. Using a regression discontinuity framework, we 
found that the partial mastectomy rate (indicative of early diagnosis) dropped more substantially in 2020q2 in 
the 61–65 years old age group that was just below the age cut-off of organized screening than in the 66–70 years 
old age group, and this difference was partially offset in 2021q1. We suggest that policymakers need to motivate 
the target population (by providing both information and incentives) to catch up on missed screenings.   

1. Introduction 

Timely detection, diagnosis and treatment have important conse-
quences on the outcomes of cancer patients. The impact of even a short- 
term delay (e.g., four-week in cancer treatment) can have a significant 
impact on mortality [12]. However, the COVID-19 pandemic has dis-
rupted the spectrum of cancer care. Interventions to allocate more 
healthcare staff and resources to address the pandemic and to minimize 
the risk of SARS-CoV-2 transmission have led to suspending cancer 
screening of asymptomatic individuals at least temporarily, diagnostic 
interventions were delayed [22] and the management of cancer patients 
was hurdled by several direct and indirect effects [21]. 

Indeed, population-based quantitative studies indicate that the 
number of new cancer diagnoses substantially decreased in the first 

months of the pandemic and (partly) recovered afterwards. However, 
both the decrease and the subsequent recovery were heterogeneous 
across cancer types, age groups and gender [4,9,11]. Arguably, the drop 
in diagnoses was to some extent due to the limited access to cancer 
screening tests. For instance, it was shown that in the Dutch colorectal 
cancer screening programme a quarter of the individuals due for 
screening had not received invitation, and the participation rate was 
significantly lower than expected [17]. Similarly, in Germany, approx-
imately one in ten individuals postponed cancer screening during the 
pandemic [10]. 

As far as breast cancer is concerned, population-based national 
screening programmes with mammography have been widely imple-
mented across the world (and especially within the European Union) 
before the pandemic [7]. These services were paused or operated with 
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reduced capacity after the outbreak of COVID-19 [8]. For instance, a 
temporary suspension in the Dutch breast cancer screening programme 
led to a lower number of cancer diagnoses in mid-2020 compared to 
historical trends, and this difference was much higher among the age 
groups eligible for screening (50–74 years) [5]. Also, the incidence of 
screen-detected cases decreased gradually, even reaching close to zero in 
certain weeks, while non-screen-detected cases decreased to a lesser 
extent. Consequently, the number of lower stage tumours decreased 
more than higher-stage ones in the Netherlands [6]. 

Hungary, the country this paper focuses on, is a European Union 
member state with approximately 9.7 million inhabitants. It has a single- 
payer public healthcare system, where the vast majority of outpatient 
and inpatient services do not formally require co-payments (although 
informal payments were common before a recently legislated ban on 
them, and there is a growing private healthcare sector as well). The 
country has a long history of population-level breast cancer screening, 
having established the national programme in 2002 for women aged 
45–65 years with a two-year screening interval [1]. Before the 
pandemic, the examination rate in the target population was between 45 
and 60% depending on the age group [2]. 

As Supplementary Fig. A1 shows, after a relatively mild first wave, 
Hungary was hit particularly hard – even in international comparison – 
by the second (2020q4) and the third (2021q1–2021q2) waves of the 
pandemic, with a death toll of 30,000 people, or 0.3% of the population, 
until June 2021 [26]. Meanwhile, a number of measures were intro-
duced in the healthcare sector to contain the spread of the disease and to 
allocate healthcare resources to the treatment of COVID-19 patients (see 
[23], for a review). In particular, organized screening was suspended 
twice: first during the first wave for 2.5 months between 15 March 2020 
and 1 June 2020 (with a gradual resumption) [13,14], and second for a 
much shorter period between 9 April and 29 April 2021 (during the third 
wave of the pandemic) [15,19]. The regulation specifically stated that 
the suspension of screening – and in fact any other suspension in 
outpatient or inpatient care – did not apply to diagnostic procedures and 
the treatment of cancer patients. 

In this paper, based on nationwide administrative data, we investi-
gate the impact of COVID-19 on patient pathways from screening and 
early diagnosis to the treatment of breast cancer in Hungary. We 
examine the heterogeneous effect of COVID-19 on breast cancer care by 
age group. In particular, we exploit the age cut-off of organized 
screening at 65 years to analyse the effect of screening disruption as a 
quasi-experiment. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Patient pathway in breast cancer 

A simplified patient pathway in breast cancer can be described as 
follows ([18]; NHS [20]). After a patient obtains an abnormal screening 
mammogram or presents with symptoms in the healthcare system, 
further diagnostic procedures are performed that rule out or prove the 
presence of malignancy and determine the stage of the disease. Apart 
from stage IV cancer (that has already spread beyond the breast and 
nearby lymph nodes), surgery is the mainstay of treatment. Two main 
types are (1) breast conserving surgery or partial mastectomy (when 
only the cancer is removed with some normal tissue around it, but not 
the whole breast) and (2) total mastectomy, i.e. the removal of the whole 
breast. (Although the terminology is somewhat ambiguous, we followed 
the Hungarian DRG system by referring to the two groups of surgeries as 
“partial” and “total” mastectomy throughout the paper.) An earlier stage 
is associated with a greater probability of partial mastectomy as opposed 
to total mastectomy, although this relationship is not deterministic 
because of patient choice and (in some cases) clinical judgement. 
Screen-detected cancer is more often treated with partial mastectomy 
than symptomatic cancer [24]. 

2.2. Data 

We used administrative data for outpatient and inpatient services 
that were collected by the National Health Insurance Fund Adminis-
tration (NHIFA), the single payer of the Hungarian healthcare system, 
and were obtained via the NHIFA or the Pulvita system of the National 
Healthcare Service Centre (ÁEEK). The following variables were avail-
able on the disaggregated level of the age of the patient:  

- the number of patients undergoing mammography examination, 
defined according to the ICPM (International Classification of Pro-
cedures in Medicine) code of the outpatient event [monthly data 
between 2015m1 and 2021m6];  

- the number of newly diagnosed breast cancer patients, defined as 
those who were hospitalised with C50 (breast cancer) main diagnosis 
code but had not been hospitalised with such a code within the 
previous five years [monthly data between 2017m1 and 2021m6];  

- the number of patients undergoing total mastectomy and partial 
mastectomy, defined by the Hungarian DRG (diagnosis related 
group) code of such inpatient events [quarterly data between 2015q1 
and 2021q2]. 

We note that screening and diagnostic mammography cannot be 
distinguished meaningfully in the administrative database due to the 
coding practices of the mammography centres. However, the combined 
examination rate roughly corresponds to the screening participation rate 
in the 45–65 years old population because the vast majority of 
mammography procedures are performed for screening and not for 
diagnostic purposes in this age group. To justify this assumption, we 
reviewed the administrative data before the analysis and found that in 
the 45–65 years age group between 2017 and 2019, the number of 
mammography procedures was about 100 times the number of new 
breast cancer cases, and only about 3% of the diagnostic ICD codes 
attached to the mammography procedures were cancer diagnoses. In 
contrast, for women older than 65 years, the latter number was 16%, 
hence the mammography examination rate is less indicative for the 
screening participation rate in the older population. 

Per capita values were calculated by a division with the (calendar 
year specific) size of the female population (100,000 capita) of the 
corresponding ages. 

2.3. Statistical analysis 

After presenting descriptive time trends and age-specific distribu-
tions of mammography, breast cancer diagnosis and mastectomy rates, 
we carried out three types of statistical analysis. See Appendix 1 for the 
formal description of the models. 

First, we estimated how the logarithm of aggregate per capita vari-
ables (and specifically of the per capita variables in the 45–65 years and 
the 66+ years age groups) deviated from their historical time trend and 
seasonality during each quarter of the pandemic. To do this, we used 
conventional time series regressions with linear trend, calendar quarter 
dummies and separate dummies for each quarter between 2020q1 an 
d 2021q2. Similar models with trend, seasonality and monthly indicator 
variables between 2020m1 and 2021m6 were estimated on the variables 
available on the monthly frequency. 

Second, since the age cut-off of invitation to breast cancer screening 
is 65 years, we estimated the above types of models specifically on the 
61–65 and 66–70 years age groups and calculated their quarter-specific 
parameters during the pandemic. Then we compared these parameters 
in a difference-in-differences setting, i.e. by applying interaction terms 
of age group with the explanatory variables in the quarterly panel data 
set of two age groups. This way, we could test whether the time effects 
during the pandemic differ in the two groups. For a robustness check, we 
also estimated similar models on the levels of the per capita variables 
(instead of the logarithms). 
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Third, to examine whether the structural change in the parameters 
really occurs at 65 years, we fitted the time series models separately on 
each year of age between 61 and 70 years and then plotted the quarter- 
specific parameter estimates during the pandemic. 

Throughout the calculations, we used the Stata software (version 
16). 

3. Results 

3.1. Aggregate time series results 

According to the descriptive time series of Supplementary Fig. A2, 
before the COVID-19 pandemic, the quarterly mammography exami-
nation rate was on average 2470, breast cancer incidence was 37.4, total 
mastectomy rate was 13.2 and partial mastectomy rate was 20.2 per 
100,000 female inhabitants, without substantial pre-pandemic trends in 
either series, and all series decreased significantly from 2020q2 
onwards. 

Table 1 displays the regression-estimated quarterly deviations of the 
series from their trend and usual seasonality during the pandemic, and 
Fig. 1 shows the monthly deviations of the two variables that were 
available on the monthly frequency. In Fig. 1, deviation of new breast 
cancer cases is displayed separately for the two age groups defined by 
the presence or absence of organized screening (45–65 and 66+ years). 
Fig. 1 and Table 1 show mammography examination data specifically for 
the 45–65 years old population because the mammography examination 
rate reflects on the screening participation rate only in this age group. 

According to the left panel of Fig. 1, the mammography examination 
rate among the 45-65 years old women decreased to close to zero in 
April – May 2020, then gradually increased in June 2020 and the service 
operated slightly above its usual level in much of the summer and early 
autumn. It decreased again during the subsequent waves of the 
pandemic (between November 2020 and March 2021), collapsed in 
April – May 2021 and reached again the historical average only in the 
summer of 2021. While the sharp reductions in the springs of 2020 and 
2021 were due to the two suspensions of mammography screening, the 
decreases in between were mainly caused by more nuanced supply- and 
demand-side factors such as a decreased willingness of the population to 
take part in screening. According to the quarterly parameter estimates of 
Table 1, the number of mammography examinations in the 45-65 years 
old age group decreased by 71% in 2020q2, was above its usual level by 
11% in 2020q3 and was again reduced by 15-35% throughout 2020q4- 
2021q2. 

As shown in Table 1, the number of new breast cancer diagnoses and 
mastectomies were below their usual levels by 20–30% in 2020q2, by 

12–15% in 2020q3 and by 15–25% in 2021q1-2021q2, while there was 
no significant difference in 2020q4. On the aggregate level, partial 
mastectomies decreased by a slightly lower rate than total 
mastectomies. 

The monthly time series of breast cancer incidence on the right panel 
of Fig. 1 shows sharp reductions in May 2020 and 2021, a gradual in-
crease in 2020q3 and significantly higher than average values at the end 
of 2020 in the 45–65 years old age group. This suggests that changes in 
breast cancer detection lagged behind changes in mammography ex-
amination rates by 1, 2 months. Also, after a collapse of similar 
magnitude at the beginning of the pandemic, breast cancer incidence of 
45–65 years old women – compared to that of women older than 65 
years – recovered more strongly at the end of 2020 and decreased by a 
smaller rate in the first half of 2021. 

3.2. Analysis using the age cut-off in screening 

The above aggregate and broad age group specific analyses hide 
more nuanced age patterns. Indeed, according to Supplementary 
Fig. A3, before the pandemic, there was a strong discontinuity in the 
quarterly number of mammography examinations around age 65 (a 
decrease from 7000 [at age 65] to 3300 [at age 67] per 100,000 female 
inhabitants of the given age). This implied a fall in breast cancer inci-
dence and partial mastectomy prevalence (for the latter, a decrease from 
52 to 44 per 100,000 female inhabitants) – but not in total mastectomy 
prevalence. Consistent with a delay in the diagnosis just after the upper 
age limit of organized screening, breast cancer incidence and the mas-
tectomy rate were lower among the 66-69 years old and reached the 
values of 65 years again at around 70 years, but with a substantially 
larger prevalence of total mastectomy and a lower prevalence of partial 
mastectomy. Above 75 years of age, breast cancer incidence and the 
mastectomy rate decreased gradually. 

These patterns were influenced significantly by the pandemic. Fig. 2 
shows the values for the last five quarters (2020q2-2021q2) by five-year 
age group, along with the historical values. For all age groups, 
mammography became rare in 2020q2 (and the usual jump around 65 
years disappeared), the number returned afterwards to the historical 
level in 2020q3 and decreased again in 2020q4-2021q2. Meanwhile, the 
drop of mastectomy (especially of partial mastectomy) rate at age 65 
completely disappeared in 2020q2-2020q3 but appeared again in 
2020q4 and further strengthened in 2021q1-2021q2. Apart from 
2020q4, mastectomy rates in the older age groups (above 65 years) were 
markedly lower than usual. Meanwhile, there was no substantial drop in 
breast cancer incidence and the mastectomy rate among women 
younger than 50 years. 

Table 1 
Quarterly deviation of breast cancer variables from their trend and seasonality during the COVID-19 pandemic   

Quarter-specific effects in percentages 

Per capita dependent variable 2020q1 2020q2 2020q3 2020q4 2021q1 2021q2 

Mammography -9.1** -67.5*** 6.4 -17.6*** -22.7*** -34.9***  
(3.5) (1.2) (4.0) (3.1) (3.2) (2.7) 

Mammography (45-65 years old) -8.0* -71.3*** 10.5** -13.2*** -17.1*** -33.6***  
(4.0) (1.3) (4.6) (3.8) (3.8) (3.1) 

New breast cancer 3.1 -27.0*** -12.3*** 5.5 -21.6*** -17.4***  
(3.3) (2.3) (2.8) (3.4) (2.9) (3.1) 

Mastectomy 2.6 -19.2*** -14.4*** 4.8 -16.2*** -15.2***  
(3.9) (3.1) (3.3) (4.0) (3.4) (3.4) 

Total mastectomy -1.2 -19.2*** -18.9*** -3.2 -22.1*** -19.1***  
(5.0) (4.1) (4.1) (4.9) (4.2) (4.4) 

Partial mastectomy 5.1 -19.2*** -11.3*** 10.0** -12.5*** -12.7***  
(4.2) (3.2) (3.5) (4.4) (3.7) (3.7) 

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Percentage effects: 100 ∗ (exp(δ) − 1)). Standard errors in parentheses (transformed with the delta method from the logarithmic 
models). Quarterly data between 2017q1 and 2021q2 for new breast cancer and 2015q1-2021q2 for the other variables. Number of quarters: 18 and 26. Controls: 
linear trend and seasonal dummies.  
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Various mechanisms may explain these age patterns during the 
pandemic. For instance, younger patients are relatively more likely to be 
diagnosed with fast-growing or higher-grade breast cancer [25], 
potentially leading to a quicker diagnosis and hence a smaller decrease 
in cancer incidence and surgery. At the other end of the age spectrum, 
older patients may have been more likely to avoid care due to their fear 

from COVID-19 (on the demand side) and may have been more likely to 
be sorted in the healthcare system (on the supply side). Hence, to show 
the direct effect of lower screening activity on cancer incidence and 
treatment we compared the cohorts just below and just above 65 years. 
In this comparison it is realistic to assume that the patterns of various 
breast cancer types are similar and patients are treated similarly in the 

Fig. 1. Monthly deviation of the mammography examination rate and breast cancer incidence from their trend and seasonality during the COVID-19 pandemic by 
age group. Percentage effects: 100 ∗ (exp(δ) − 1)). With 95% confidence intervals (transformed from the logarithmic models). Based on monthly data between 
2015q1 and 2021q2 for mammography and 2017q1-2021q2 for new breast cancer. Number of months: 54 and 78. Controls: linear trend and seasonal dummies. 

Fig. 2. Quarterly values of breast cancer variables by five-year age group (average up to 2019q4 and quarterly in 2020q2-2021q2)  
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healthcare system in case of illness. 
Based on the models estimated for the 61–65 and 66–70 years old age 

groups, Fig. 3 displays that the number of partial mastectomies 
decreased by 36% in 2020q2 and by 24% in 2020q3 among the 61-65 
years old, while it remained essentially unchanged in these quarters 
among the 66–70 years old. According to the significance marks of Fig. 3 
the difference between the two groups was statistically significant in 
2020q2. (The detailed parameter estimates of the difference-in- 
differences models are presented in Appendix 1 Table A1). Mean-
while, the number of total mastectomies was roughly at its historical 
average for both age groups. This indicates a reduction in the diagnosis 
of early-stage breast cancer as a result of the disruption of mammog-
raphy screening at the beginning of the pandemic. Although standard 
errors are much larger, a more detailed, age-specific analysis suggests 
that the discontinuity in partial mastectomies in 2020q2 occurred 
exactly between ages 65 and 66 years, in line with the observed patterns 
of mammography procedures (see Appendix 1 Fig. A4). 

The large drop of mammography procedures was partly counter-
balanced in 2020q3, which may explain, with a lag, why we find sta-
tistically significantly more partial mastectomies in 2021q1 in the 61–65 
than in the 66–70 years old age group (see the 2021q1 parameters in the 
corresponding panel of Fig. 3). 

Finally, we note that the above results (a larger drop in partial 
mastectomies in 2020q2 in the 61–65 years old vs. the 66–70 years old 
age group, and opposite developments in 2021q1) also hold according to 
models estimated on the levels of the variables instead of the logarithms 

(Appendix 1 Table A2). 

4. Discussion 

Our results indicate several ways in which the pandemic affected the 
patient pathway of breast cancer in Hungary. First, the time series of 
new diagnoses of breast cancer and of mastectomies (both partial and 
total) demonstrate such a sizeable drop from established stable levels as 
cannot have been caused by anything else than COVID-19. The size of 
the drop and – if comparable – the overall pattern (i.e. a return to 
roughly the baseline level in 2020q4) are broadly in line with studies for 
other countries [4,6] and also with the published annual data of the 
National Cancer Register for Hungary for 2020 (reported by [3]). 
However, adding to those, we could extend the analysis to the first half 
of 2021 as well, when we observed further reductions probably related 
to the subsequent waves of the pandemic. Another strength of our paper 
is that, after presenting descriptive graphs, we considered trends and 
seasonality using relatively long historical series. All in all, the time 
series results suggest that the social cost of the epidemic should not only 
be measured in deaths and suffering caused directly by the virus, but it 
also had a significant indirect effect as well in terms of missed diagnoses. 

Second, our results also show that, before the pandemic, there used 
to be a marked cut-off in mammography rates around the age of 65 (the 
upper age limit for organized screening), which resulted in more partial 
mastectomies in the case of women just under 65 years compared to 
those who were slightly older and thus no more invited to be screened 

Fig. 3. Effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on breast cancer variables for the 61-65 and 66-70 years old age groups, results from difference-in-differences models. 
Percentage effects: 100 ∗ (exp(δ) − 1)). With 95% confidence intervals (transformed from the logarithmic models). The statistical significance of the difference of the 
parameters of the two age groups (i.e. of the interaction terms in the difference-in-differences models) is indicated in parentheses: *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1, n. 
s. not significant. Quarterly data between 2015q1 and 2021q2 (and, for new breast cancer cases, 2017q1-2021q2). Number of quarters: 18 and 26. Number of age 
groups: 2. Controls: linear trend and seasonal dummies interacted with age group. Parameter estimates are also shown in Appendix 1 Table A1. 
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within the organized screening programme. We also found that the drop 
in mammography rates at the outbreak of the pandemic was much 
steeper for the age group that was or would have been subject to orga-
nized screening than the neighbouring age group that was not. Even 
more ominously, the frequency of partial mastectomies (indicative of 
early diagnosis and promising a better prognosis) dropped much more 
from pre-pandemic levels in 2020q2-2020q3 for the below-65 age group 
than for the above-65 age group – albeit the difference was partly 
counterbalanced in 2021q1. This finding provides strong indirect evi-
dence of the effectiveness of organized breast cancer screening in the 
Hungarian setting. Although substantial evidence is already available on 
the impact of breast cancer screening on cancer-specific mortality, these 
results mainly come from well-organized programmes outside Eastern 
Europe [27]. Therefore, findings such as ours are important in countries 
like Hungary, where the impact of screening has not yet been evaluated 
systematically. 

Third, our results on the monthly level (lagged decrease of cancer 
incidence after the decrease in mammography rates during suspension 
periods and pandemic waves) suggest that the screening channel behind 
the reduction in cancer diagnoses and treatment acted through a com-
bination of supply-side factors (such as the suspension of or limited 
access to screening) and demand-side mechanisms. The latter can have 
included reasons as diverse as a drop in readiness to be screened for 
breast cancer due to the fear of contracting COVID-19 during or on the 
way to the outpatient encounter, worse health service expected because 
of COVID-19 or a higher opportunity cost of leaving home because of 
secondary effects of the pandemic like increased childcare duties due to 
school closures, just to name a few. Although the second and the third 
waves of the pandemic resulted in significantly more COVID-19 cases 
and deaths, breast cancer screening declined the most during the first 
wave. This suggests that, after the shock of the first wave, the supply and 
the demand side of screening adjusted somewhat to the pandemic. Be-
sides sending out invitation that had been withheld during the suspen-
sion period, there were no specific efforts at the health policy level to 
increase screening activities. This also implies that the effects might not 
be fully homogenous over time and we should be careful in generalizing 
the short-term observations to the complete course of the pandemic. 

Fourth, we applied a regression discontinuity framework in the 
analysis (similarly as in [16], for the USA for an earlier period) by 
comparing age groups just below and just above the upper age limit of 
organized screening. Our findings show that this approach provides 
better estimates on the effect of lower screening activity during the 
pandemic than an aggregate analysis or a comparison of wider age 
groups (e.g. 45-65 vs. 66+ years) would do because many other 
age-related demand- and supply-side mechanisms may have operated in 
the healthcare system. For instance, while the aggregate total mastec-
tomy rate declined more than the partial mastectomy rate (Table 1), 
their relative changes were heterogeneous across age groups (Fig. 2), 
and in fact we found the opposite (i.e. a larger decline of partial than of 
total mastectomies) in the age group of our main interest (61–65 years) 
(Fig. 3). Finally, we note that applying a regression discontinuity design 
is valid in our setting because – apart from the screening age cut-off – 
there is no other policy discontinuity at 65 years of age in Hungary. For 
instance, the effective retirement age of women is well below 65 years, 
so there is no jump in their labour market participation around that age. 

The analysis comes with some caveats. First, our data are so recent 
that a key health outcome variable of cancer care and prevention, 

mortality rates in the cohorts under scrutiny cannot yet be meaningfully 
examined. To investigate this outcome without waiting too long, a 
modelling approach could be applied, relying on up-to-date analyses 
such as ours as inputs [8]. Second, and relatedly, we could only use 
partial mastectomy as an indicator of earlier diagnosis of breast cancer 
and thus a predictor of better outcome. Surely, this is an imperfect in-
dicator since diagnostic parameters such as stage or tumour size and 
symptom related factors are also important to define early diagnosis. 
Third, we could not examine the longer-term evolution of the variables 
of interest. It may well be the case that breast cancer incidence and the 
total mastectomy rate will increase in the future with a lag as the pre-
viously undetected (and on average more advanced stage) cancer cases 
get diagnosed. Fourth, we should proceed with great caution when 
interpreting our results in terms of causality because we do not have 
direct evidence on the relative role of the supply- and demand-side 
factors discussed above. Finally, instead of using individual-level data 
that would be ideal for this setting, we could base our examination only 
on cohort-level aggregate variables with all their limitations. 

5. Conclusion 

Our study has important policy implications related to the patient 
pathways in breast cancer. First, the decreased observed incidence 
suggests that many patients remained undiagnosed during the 
pandemic, and the lower rates of partial mastectomies imply that some 
of the patients could have been diagnosed at an earlier stage with 
screening. In order to avoid the long-term consequences of these de-
velopments, policymakers need to make further efforts to reach out to 
and motivate the target population to catch up on missed screenings by 
providing both information and incentives. Second, as a policy impli-
cation beyond the pandemic, we showed that the age cut-off of breast 
cancer screening significantly influenced partial mastectomy rates. This 
indirectly provides evidence for the effectiveness of screening and 
further research is warranted to validate it with other long-term out-
comes such as survival. Specifically, we recommend that policymakers 
should use these types of evidence for motivating the target population 
to attend breast cancer screening as it can provide a solid basis for 
screening related communication activities and raising the awareness 
among non-attendees. 
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Appendix 2. Details of the estimated statistical models 

First, we estimated time series regressions of the form 

logyt = α + βt +
∑4

j=2
γjqj +

∑2021Q2

k=2020Q1
δkDk + εt (1)  

where t denotes time (quarter), yt is the per capita variable, qj (j= 2,3, 4) is the j-th calendar quarter (the first quarter being the baseline) and Dk (k =
2020q1, …, 2021q2) are the quarters of the pandemic. The parameters of interest are δk, which show the quarter-specific deviation from the usual 
trend and seasonality during the pandemic. Finally, εt is the error term. The models were estimated with ordinary least squares (OLS), which is an 
appropriate estimator here because – as it turned out during the estimation – the error terms were not autocorrelated in either model. Similar models 
with trend, seasonality and monthly indicator variables between 2020m1 and 2021m6 were estimated on the variables that were available on the 
monthly frequency. 

Second, we estimated models specifically on the 61-65 and 66-70 years age groups and then compared their δk parameters. Formally, we estimated 
the difference-in-differences specification 

logyit = αi + βit +
∑4

j=2
γijqj +

∑2021Q2

k=2020Q1
δikDk + εit, (2)  

where i denotes the age group (61-65 years or 66-70 years) and t denotes quarter. Here, δ61− 65, k and δ66− 70, k are the quarter-specific deviations during 
the pandemic in the two age groups, respectively, and we evaluated the statistical significance of δ61− 65, k − δ66− 70, k. This formulation is equivalent to 
the more usual difference-in-differences setup that uses the interaction terms of age group with each variable (trend, seasonality, pandemic dummies). 

As a robustness check we also fitted the same difference-in-differences models on levels (instead of logarithms). 
Third, we fitted the time series models separately on each year of age between 61 and 70 years. 
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